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Co-Chairs’ introduction 

by the Rev’d Ian Wallace 

 

Welcome to the Autumn 2021 edition of the Sudan Church Review.  With Advent 
about to commence and Christmas not far away, it is the right time to reflect on 
what has been another turbulent year, both here in the UK and abroad.  With the 
pandemic continuing everywhere, we were once again obliged to hold our AGM 
via the medium of Zoom!  As with last year, it was wonderful to see so many who 
were able to join us on the call in July, even though plans had to be changed at 
short notice to reflect the delayed easing of Government restrictions.   This time 
round, the technology worked perfectly, and we were able to hear from both 
Archbishop Justin and Archbishop Ezekiel in Juba and Khartoum respectively.  We 
were also honoured to be joined by Mrs Jane Namurye, who spoke compellingly 
about the challenges faced by women and girls in South Sudan.  In any case, we 
very much hope that we will be able to resume meeting face-to-face in London 
next year, although we are likely to retain the option for those who wish to do so 
to join online.    

It has also been a turbulent year for our brothers and sisters in the Sudans. The 
worrying situation in Sudan has been in our news headlines recently and we have 
a report on what has been happening there from two of our trustees based in the 
Diocese of Leeds who are close to the church in that country.   Leeds Diocese 
held a day of prayer and fasting for that country on 30th October and the 
situation is such that ongoing prayers are very much needed.   

In South Sudan, the country has been celebrating 10 years since independence.  
As our readers will be only too aware, much of this period has been marred by 
further fighting.  Nevertheless, as during the decades of civil war, churches have 
been at the centre of efforts to seek peace and reconciliation during this time. 
Our article on page 14 looks at what churches have been doing to achieve a 
lasting peace.  At a more local level, local churches are also involved in resolving 
issues that have led to intercommunity violence.  The Internal Province of 
Northern Bahr el Ghazal has been at the centre of this work and please do read 
Archbishop Moses’s article on this.   

This issue of the Review comes with the very best wishes of all at CASSS for a 
joyful & peaceful Christmas.  We hope that news of the Sudans will help to 
inform your prayers over that time. 
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The ECSS Guest House is the property of the Episcopal Church of South Sudan, 
located next to All-Saints' Cathedral in Juba. It was built in the early 1980s as an 
income generating asset to support the mission of the Church. The strategic location 
of the facility attracted many customers and its accommodation and meeting space 
was in high demand.  Similar facilities provided by church organisations in East 
Africa operate very successfully and many will have stayed in the equivalent 
guesthouses in Nairobi and Kampala.   

In the last few years, the ECSS has been looking at ways of becoming more 
financially sustainable.  Therefore, in 2019, the Provincial Board of Trustees 
recommended the refurbishment of the facility that had deteriorated by adding 
more self-contained rooms and meeting halls – good meeting facilities in Juba are 
much in demand.  It was therefore decided to close the guest house, at the end of 
February 2020, in order to renovate it and bring it up to 
a standard reflecting its position in the capital city.   

Understanding of the previous issues 

Over the years, it has been acknowledged that there 
were issues with how the guesthouse was run.  There 
were inconsistencies in service, both in the restaurant 
and in the cleaning of rooms.  This major refurbishment 
marks a new dawn for the ECSS Guesthouse.  In 
particular, there is now the opportunity to recruit 
professionally trained and experienced managerial staff 
– with a good work ethic – to carry out planning and 
ensure that customers’ needs are met.   

Refurbishment of the ECSS Guesthouse,  
All Souls’ Cathedral Compound, Juba  
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Costs 

There is no doubt that this is a major project.   
As was mentioned in the previous issue of the 
Review, the estimated costs of the 
renovation, including completing and 
furnishing the 60 bedrooms, are 
USD2,000,000.  However, this project is being 
completed in stages, which enables the 
generation of income ahead of completion of 
the entire project.  

To date, good progress has been made in 
terms of fundraising and construction, as can 
be seen in the photographs.  Work on the 
restaurant and conference rooms has been 
completed and the restaurant is now functioning again.  CASSS has been pleased to 
make a significant contribution to this phase of the work.    This means that funds 
are once again coming in.   Conference halls in Juba can charge as much as US$150 
per day – before adding food and beverages.  The next stage is to continue with 
finishing and furnishing rooms on the ground floor, then rooms on the first floor – 
both of these storeys have been constructed.  

Staff Recruitment 

New staff are now being recruited to work at the Guesthouse.  This includes a super-
visor to manage the small operation whilst waiting for full re-opening of the guest 
house, as well as staff to operate the restaurant and conference facilities.   We hope 
that, in the near future, it will be possible to stay at the ECSS Guesthouse and enjoy 
the hospitality of the staff team there once again during visits to Juba.  

 

If you would like to contribute to 
this project, please contact our 
Honorary Treasurer, John Poole 

— contact details on page 2. 

Menu at the newly opened restaurant 
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Peace Building in Kajo-Keji, South Sudan and in 

Palorinya refugee settlement in Obongi, Uganda 

by the Rt. Rev. Emmanuel Murye Modi, Bishop of Kajo Keji 

The Diocese of Kajo-Keji is one of the dioceses which was affected with the South 
Sudan conflict of 2016. Most of its population went into exile in its neighbouring 
districts in Uganda and a few were internally displaced people (IDP). 

Peace Building in Palorinya refugee settlement in Obongi – Uganda 

Though the 2018 peace deal brought major South Sudanese fighting factions to a 
ceasefire, fighting in parts of Greater Equatoria—the main region of origin of 
refugees in Palorinya Settlement—has persisted with some groups rejecting the 
agreement as not addressing the core concerns of the South Sudanese. Sporadic 
clashes and inter-communal violence are common in and around Kajo-Keji county 
making imminent safe and sustainable return improbable. Incidents of executions of 
deserters and/or defectors in the Settlement provide credible evidence of country-
of-origin dynamics spilling into the refugee setting. 

Notwithstanding the enabling policy environment generously put in place by the 
Government of Uganda, most refugee households in Palorinya Settlement still 
depend on external aid to meet their basic needs. Refugees have not recovered 
from the lasting effects of forced displacement, particularly the loss of social safety 

Peace discussions in one of the 
parishes in Kajo-Keji  
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nets, sacrificed ambitions (missed educational, employment and self-actualization 
opportunities) and diminished social standing. The majority are agro-pastoralists, 
hailing from the breadbasket of South Sudan, and had productive lives before exile. 
Constraints to achieving economic self-reliance include lack of access to land for 
cultivation and lack of meaningful education and employment opportunities.  

The combined effects of the prolonged COVID-19 pandemic and blanket reductions 
in food rations are having a deleterious effect on the protection and welfare of 
refugees. Protection responses have been seriously undermined by the departure of 
humanitarian partners unable to raise enough funds following the onset of the 
pandemic. Already, problems relating to child protection and gender-based violence 
are increasing sharply, evidenced in extremes like alcoholism, suicide, intimate 
partner violence, child-abuse including abandonment, teenage pregnancies, juvenile 
delinquency, and mental health problems. Children, elderly persons, and the infirm 
are worst affected by abuse from parents and caregivers facing physical, emotional, 
social, financial difficulties. Cases of neglect and abandonment are rife with many 
vulnerable people. Dropout rates in secondary school are soaring; over 80% of 
eligible children are out of school. Secondary education holds their only hope of 
escaping a life of poverty and uncertainty. Without the structure, discipline and 
protective environment of school, young people are exposed to destructive 
behaviour and harmful traditional practices like early and forced marriage, and 
different forms of exploitation and abuse. Some have returned to unsafe areas in 
South Sudan at great risk. 

Response Mechanism  

In response to the complex festering peace and protection situation in the 
settlement, the Diocese of Kajo-Keji through Faith, Development and Relief Agency 
(FADRA) in partnership with Lutheran World Federation (LWF) with funding from 
the Church of Sweden is implementing a Peace Building project aimed at promoting 
Social Cohesion and Mitigating Conflict in Palorinya Refugee Settlement.  

The project is a work in progress.  All the settlement areas of the refugee camp in 
Palorinya refugee settlement are inclusive. As peace is very crucial in every 
community, it has been identified during our awareness meetings with the leaders 
of the settlement (RWC) that the host community are to be considered for the same 
programs. It is agreed that other men and women from the various communities in 
the refugee camps in Palorinya settlement and those in other settlements can also 
be reached with messages of reconciliation and forgiveness through the radio.  The 
host community will also receive such important encouragements through the radio 
talk shows to promote a peaceful co-existence between the refugees and the host.   
The faith-sensitive approach of LWF and its potential for collaboration with local 
religious leaders facilitates its access to communities. By valuing the importance of 
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faith in well-being, resilience and recovery of the communities, the LWF earns the 
trust of the communities concerned. The community-based psychosocial teams of 
LWF in the Palorinya refugee settlement also work with other faith and non-faith-
based organizations in providing guidance on faith-sensitive approaches to 
protection and social cohesion, making it very natural to put the sentiments of 
empathy, compassion and respect at the heart of their work, using them as the 
main tools for leveraging social change. While mitigating the risk of faith and 
religion being used to promote harmful practices and division among communities, 
LWF proactively capitalizes on faith and religion as social connectors. Moreover, 
LWF work with the diocese of Kajo-Keji in Palorinya refugee settlement in both 
Moyo and Obongi districts is built on the assumption that local people are the 
experts in relation to their own situation, and should be looked at as agents of their 
own community leadership and change.   

Peace Building in Kajo-Keji - South Sudan 

The Diocese of Kajo-Keji with its partners and stakeholders in Kajo-Keji convened a 
series of Peace conferences in Kajo-Keji from the 31st August – 29th September 2020 
with exception of Liwolo Payam due to the unfavourable security situation in the 
area. These conferences were aimed at promoting peaceful coexistence, return and 
reintegration among the communities. 

The key stakeholders who participated include traditional chiefs, landlords, women, 
youths, local government authorities representing the structures of the defunct 32 
states and the SPLM/A IO civil administration and the security forces including the 
Army. Over 1,200 (male and female) stakeholders participated in the workshop; 
including representatives of the host (remnants) and returnees. Overall, the turnout 
exceeded the projected number of participants who were invited. 

The conferences created an opportunity for the participants to engage in open 
deliberations among themselves without fear. Stakeholders separated by conflict 
were able to reconnect and discuss issues affecting Kajo-Keji and proposed 
recommendations for peaceful coexistence. Furthermore, the citizens and 
humanitarian agencies called upon the armed forces and authorities to guarantee 
safe and free movement of people including goods and services as well as the 

Diocese of Kajo-Keji (DKK) and Lutheran World Federation Palorinya Team (LWF) 
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redeployment of their forces out of civilian homes and other public places as 
provided for in the R-ARCSS peace agreement. On their part, the security forces 
used the occasion to reassure the citizens and humanitarian organizations about 
their commitment to peace and stability in Kajo-Keji.  

The participants reiterated their commitment to present the issues and 
recommendations consolidated in the conferences to influence the local, state and 
national government as well as other stakeholders in regards to the peaceful return 
and reintegration of the people of Kajo-Keji.  According to them, some of the issues 
raised by the communities can be handled by the new local government 
administration while others such as the border conflict with Uganda, the cut off of 
the telecommunication network, the dilapidated condition of the major access 
routes and the reopening of the referral civil hospital among others will need to go 
higher including the issue of tree logging which will affect the environment not only 
in South Sudan but beyond. 

Prayer Points 

 Pray for the returning population as they lack food and shelters so that the good 
Lord will provide for the population 

 Pray for the Improvement of the education system, teachers need to be 
supported as the government pay the teacher equivalent of $5 per month. 

 Pray for our mission department as they organise for a Revival Conference on 
February 9, 2022 

 Pray for the Diocese of Kajo-Keji as they plan to return to operate fully in Kajo-
Keji and many churches as they hope to be operational by 2022. 

 

  2022 Sudan  

  Picture  

  Calendar  

  A5 size 

 
produced by Leeds Diocese 

order by email to sudanlinkcontact@gmail.com 

cost £2.50 including postage 

mailto:sudanlinkcontact@gmail.com
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The Role of the Church  
in Nation Building 

(an extract of an article in Renewal magazine – Apr-Jun 2021.  
Renewal is the quarterly magazine of the Northern Bahr el Ghazal Internal Province) 

by the Archbishop of Northern Bahr el Ghazal Internal Province  
and Bishop of the Diocese of Wau.  

We are thankful to God for his faithfulness. Despite the challenges of Covid-19 and 
intercommunal violence in the Internal Province, we have experienced many 
blessings in the first quarter of 2021. 

In December 2020 a team led by Bishop Abraham Yel Nhial of the Diocese of Aweil 
went to Tonj South County, Warrap State to facilitate a community leaders’ 
consultation on the causes and possible solutions to the intercommunal violence 
there. The consultation was successful and the team wrote a report which pointed 
out that the main drivers of the conflict are the proliferation of small arms and light 
weapons, as well as the absence of State and Local Governments for almost a year. 
The report recommended that the Church should facilitate a peace conference 
among the five communities (Jurwiir, Thony, Muok, Yar and Bongo) of the Tonj 
South County in order to agree on how to manage guns in the hands of civilians. 

In January 2021, we formed a Peace Committee that included bishops, clergy and 
laity from the ECSS and Seventh Day Adventist churches.  As part of the 
implementation of the consultation meeting, the Committee facilitated a peace 
conference among the five communities of Tonj South County at Wanh-Alel in 
January 2021. The conference passed a number of resolutions on how to manage 
the guns that were in the hands of civilians, leading to peaceful disarmament and 
peaceful coexistence among the communities of Tonj South County with a hope that 
this could be extended to Tonj East and Tonj North Counties as well. The conference 
gave the Peace Committee the responsibility of monitoring and evaluation of the 
implementation of the resolutions. 

In February 2021, the Committee held an evaluation meeting in Tonj town with 
community leaders who recommended that the committee should facilitate 
separate conferences between the Thony community and each of the three 
communities of Jurwiir, Muok and Yar. A conference between Thony and Muok was 
done successfully with the support from intellectuals from the area, particularly the 
former Governor of the defunct Toni State, Hon Akech Tong Aleu. However, the 
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conferences between Thony and Yar and between Thony and Jurwiir were 
interrupted by an attack on a fishing centre belonging to Jurwiir and Yar by 
suspected Thony raiders. 

Meanwhile, a new Governor of Warrap State, Hon Aleu Ayieny Aleu, had just been 
appointed with a mission to end the inter communal violence in three counties of 
greater Tonj. So we decided to meet Governor Aleu immediately after his arrival in 
Kuajok on 28th Feb 2021. The Governor welcomed the peace initiative by the 
Church and invited the Committee to join him in his first tour of Greater Tonj 
counties (Tonj North, Tonj East and Tonj South). We joined the Governor in Warrap 
town which is the Headquarters of Tonj North County on 8th March 2021.  

We thank God for several successful peace rallies which have now reduced the 
intercommunal violence in Greater Tonj by almost 80% percent.  The next phase is 
to facilitate dialogue among the former warring communities in order to address 
grievances, including those who lost their loved ones, those whose cattle were 
looted and properties destroyed during the conflict.  We also want to build a peace 
centre where the former cattle guards who are now being disarmed can be given 
vocational training in order to gain knowledge and skills on how to earn a living 
without using violence. 

We are therefore appealing to our partners to continue supporting us in this great 
mission so that we can transform our communities from violence to peace and 
development.  

We thank Water is Basic USA for supporting this mission. Above all, we thank 
Almighty God for blessing our efforts and pray that He continue to bless this great 
mission of peace and reconciliation. 
       Every blessing,  
          The Most Rev Moses Deng Bol 

Left: The Paramount Chiefs of Muok & Thony communities with Archbishop Moses 
recognising unity between the communities.   
Right: Chiefs and cattle camp leaders after meeting at St Peter’s Cathedral , Tonj. 
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Building Discipleship in South Sudan 
by Jack Charnley,  

Operations Manager, Anglican International Department 

 
Although latest figures are not available, it is thought that South Sudan has the 

lowest literacy rate in the world (around 27%). If people are to hear and 

understand the Word of God, they need well-trained individuals who can teach 

them! But sadly, there are simply not enough and Bishop Gwynne College is 

working to change this. 

Archbishop Justin Badi, the primate of South Sudan, has a clear vision for gospel 

outreach in the world’s newest nation: 

‘… my hope and prayer is that we have the role to intensify gospel teaching in 

this nation because as we talk of violence, we talk of wars…that also is a 

symptom and demonstration of how shallow the gospel is in the hearts and 

minds of our people. So, my priority will actually be in making and teaching 

disciples.’ 

Progress towards Archbishop Badi’s vision is needed urgently. Despite the 

peace agreement signed in 2018 following five years of civil war, violence 

remains widespread. This year, the Deputy UN High Commissioner for Human 

Rights, Nada Al-Nashif, cited ‘staggering levels of localized violence’ in a report 

to the UN’s Human Rights Council, highlighting ‘community-based militias…

responsible for almost all killings, injuries, abductions and sexual violence 

between April and June’. 

To this end, Rev Samuel Marial, the principal of Bishop Gwynne College, is 

working with Anglican International Development (AID, Charity No 1138664). AID 

sponsors South Sudanese students from BGC, selected through a process led 

by Rev Samuel, to complete the Bachelor of Theology degree at George 

Whitefield College (GWC) in Cape Town, South Africa. There are currently four 

students from BGC enrolled on the GWC course: Philip Lomoro, Seme Ludanga, 

Jok Luk and Garang Chol—see opposite page. 

GWC is a world-renowned institution with a strong reputation for providing in-

depth theological education, combining academic rigour with a platform for 

students to grow in their knowledge and love of God. The Bachelor of Theology 

degree includes subjects such as Systematic Theology, Church History, Old and 

New Testament Biblical Studies and Practical Ministry. According to the GWC 

website: 
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This 3-year full-time programme…will equip you with the education and 

training needed for a professional ministry, teaching the Word of God and 

for leadership in a Christian church, community, or organisation. The 

qualification will give you the opportunity to integrate knowledge of the 

Christian faith with skills essential to minister and lead Christian 

communities and contribute to the development and transformation of the 

broader society. 

Upon graduation, the South Sudanese students return to BGC to join the faculty 

as lecturers and AID pays their salaries, providing financial security so they can 

focus on important gospel work rather than seeking additional employment. 

Currently, AID funds the salaries of five members of BGC staff (the principal and 

four recent GWC graduates). 

This approach means that faithful South Sudanese pastors access high-quality, 

Bible-focused theological training which they subsequently share with trainee 

pastors upon return to their home country. In this way, the capacity for people to 

learn how to teach the Bible clearly in South Sudan is built sustainably rather 

than relying on short-term visits from international tutors. Graduates from BGC 

go on to lead churches, work as itinerant evangelists or undertake youth ministry 

across the 61 dioceses of South Sudan. Thus, God willing, Archbishop Justin 

Badi’s vision to ‘intensify gospel teaching’ in South Sudan will be brought to 

fruition and the long-term outcome of BGC’s collaboration with AID will be to 

expand significantly the number of people working in full-time Bible teaching 

ministry across South Sudan. If you would like to find out more about the work of 

Bishop Gwynne College, please email jack.charnley@interanglicanaid.org. 
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On 9th July 2011, South Sudan became an independent nation, the United Nations’ 
193rd member and the African continent’s 54th country.  In the 10 years that have 
followed, despite a promising start, civil war between rival political & tribal 
factions has hampered the development of the new nation.  Despite 
independence, a decade of conflict has continued.    

Earlier this year, South Sudan celebrated its 10th anniversary as an independent 
country.  Over the period of independence, churches both in South Sudan and 
elsewhere have been central to efforts to find peace and reconciliation.  As well as 
efforts at a local level (see our articles on the Diocese of Kajo Keji and the Internal 
Province of Northern Bahr el Ghazal in this Review), other initiatives have taken 
place on a national, and even international, level.       

In 2019, Pope Francis hosted an unprecedented retreat at the Vatican, led by 
Archbishop Justin Welby and a former Moderator of the (Presbyterian) Church of 
Scotland, for the political leaders of South Sudan and the South Sudan Council of 
Churches. It was the first time since the Reformation that Reformed, Anglican, and 
Roman Catholic Churches had come together for such an event.   

Leaders of the three churches sent a joint letter to mark the occasion of the 
independence celebration in July 2021.   South Sudan's leaders "should make even 
greater efforts to enable [their] people to enjoy the full fruits of independence", 
the Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby, Pope Francis, and Church of Scotland 
Moderator Lord Jim Wallace said.  

They continued: "on this day marking 10 years since South Sudan's independence, 
we send you our cordial good wishes, conscious that this anniversary calls to mind 
your past struggles and points with hope to the future. Your nation is blessed with 
immense potential.” 

Elsewhere, there was a hopeful note struck, as churches looked forward to a 
second decade of independence.  In its statement on the same day, the South 
Sudanese Council of Churches said: “On this occasion of commemorating the first 
decade of our independence, the South Sudan Council of Churches (SSCC), 
declares the Second Decade of South Sudan's Independence as a period of a new 
beginning of Peace, Justice, Freedom, Forgiveness, Reconciliation and Prosperity 
for all our people. It must not be another lost decade! It is an opportunity to 
rescue our people from imposed destitution and sustain their livelihoods. In this 
second decade, we must stop the self-sabotage of our collective future and 
prosperity. We must reflect on what went wrong in the first decade after 
independence, learn from those experiences and rise to the collective 
responsibility of this generation to deliver our country from its current 
predicaments. Never again shall our people be merciless victims of our own 
hands!”                                                                                                      
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Writing in the Church Times at the time of the celebrations, Bishop Anthony Poggo, 
formerly Bishop of Kajo Keji and currently the Archbishop of Canterbury’s Adviser 
on Anglican Communion Affairs, acknowledged the role that local churches have 
played in the search for peace:  “The South Sudan Council of Churches (SSCC) and 
other faith groups played an important part in the mediation of the revitalisation of 
the (peace agreements). They helped in the building of trust and confidence among 
delegates, and encouraged them to address issues of conflict in an open, frank, and 
cordial manner. Some of these sessions were conducted without international 
facilitation.  The Church in South Sudan is respected by all the warring parties. It has 
developed credibility through years of resilience and challenging wrongs. The 
Church stayed with the people even when other international organisations and 
institutions left; the Church consistently challenged wrongs on all sides.” 

Looking to the future, Bishop Anthony remains realistic, writing: “There is much that 
still needs to be done to show that the parties who signed the agreement have the 
political will to implement it. Unless this happens, it will hamper people who want 
to return from neighbouring countries to their homes of origin, and also hope for 
the world's newest country to develop in peace.” 

As we get close to Christmas, let us join together in praying for peace in South 
Sudan and for the strengthening of churches there.      

Salisbury-Sudans Partnership – the Deanery Links 

by the Rev’d Jane Shaw, Salisbury Sudans Link Co-ordinator 

The partnership between Salisbury diocese and the (now) two provinces of Sudan 
and South Sudan has developed over nearly fifty years. From early on, the Diocese 
has encouraged its 19 deaneries to develop a link with an individual diocese in 
Sudan or South Sudan. To quote the Diocesan website, “the basis of the partnership 
is always a friendship link, in which mutual prayer is recognised as the first step; 
relationships develop, ...and very often leads to the deanery befriending or adopting 
a school or other project in the Sudanese or South Sudanese Diocese and raising 
funds for it – but always by mutual agreement and within a spirit of partnership and 
sharing.” 

Sixteen deaneries have now formed a link, two in Sudan and 14 in South Sudan 
(reflecting the distribution of Christian communities). Most deaneries adopt a 
project, usually suggested by the Bishop. The most frequently reported project (by 
eight deaneries) is support for a school, usually a church primary school – building 
costs to start with, then chairs and desks for furnishings, then regular support for 
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teachers’ salaries, and in one case a food programme. In return the diocese may 
send regular reports, and even photos of graduation. 

Some Dioceses have sought support for mission initiatives: in Kadugli, the Rooted in 
Jesus programme, in Cueibet, the printing of church service books in the Dinka 
language, in Yambio support for the Youth Pastor. Other deaneries support 
theological training centres in “their” diocese: solar panels on the Kajo-Keji College 
roof, salaries for staff at St John’s College Wau, student sponsorship at Chaima 
Christian Institute, Maridi – and for one parish a “virtual visit” to Bishop Allison 
College, Yei, conducted (on Zoom) by the college Principal. From this parish a 
volunteer has recently set out to teach at the newly established Episcopal University 
in South Sudan. Pewsey deanery has recently topped-up a micro-finance initiative 
in Nzara started some years ago; Heytesbury had a special collection when wildfires 
swept through part of Maridi and burned houses and granary stores. Rokon, 
supported by Milton & Blandford, developed a tree-planting nursery and trained 
local staff in arboriculture. Poole deanery also funded and built a six-bedroom guest 
house for Wau diocese. 

Many of the deaneries have regular prayer sessions for their link, and some circulate 

newsletters or prayer emails. In normal times they engage in a wide and imaginative 

range of fund-raising activities – sponsored walks, quiz nights, hunger lunches, 

recycling greetings cards, a tennis tournament, a “supper Jazz” event – but the last 

18 months have been very difficult. All the deaneries are hoping very much that 

“their” bishop will be able to come to the Lambeth Conference next year, as all are 

invited to spend the previous week in Salisbury diocese. Renewing, or in some cases 

initiating such personal contacts, is the heart and life blood of these links. We are 

praying such visits will be possible, and that our partnerships will be further 

enlivened and encouraged as relationships are strengthened. 

Tree planting course participants (50+)  
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On the night of October 24th two of our Church Association trustees received 

Sudanese Government Entry Permits granting visas to visit Sudan.  By dawn the 

following day the Sudanese Army had arrested the Prime Minister and other leaders 

and Khartoum airport was closed.  The clock was turned back two years, to before 

the 2019 revolution, with hundreds of thousands of demonstrators again on the 

streets, main roads barricaded, telephones only working sporadically and the 

internet cut off, controlling communication.  

Since the 2019 uprising, progress towards democracy has been slow due to 

competing interests demanding preference.  Demands from the Nuba and Dafuri 

people groups, who suffered greatly in the war years as they sought the right to be 

treated with respect, had mostly been recognised in a Peace Agreement signed in 

Juba last year, but this year the Beja in eastern Sudan have disruptively demanded 

attention.  And the political parties, which were side-lined in the revolution, have 

been pressing for participation in power too.     

General Burhan has insisted the military takeover “is 

not a coup” but only meant to “rectify the course of 

the Sudanese transition”, saying he is still committed 

to a democratic transition towards elections in July 

CRISIS IN SUDAN 
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2023.  But nobody thinks this is sincere:  without any public mandate the army has 

overthrown the widely supported transitional Sovereignty Council.  More to the 

point, in the months before, the Council had announced moves to curb the power 

and wealth of the military, bringing it under government control and the rule of law. 

By the time this article is published the situation in Sudan may have changed 

dramatically again.  We can only pray life will move back towards peace and 

stability.  Prime Minister Hamdok is known as a man of peace with a fine CV.  He 

was a Regional Director of the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral 

Assistance, and worked as a Director for the UN Economic Commission for Africa.  

UNECA staff describe him as "a true Pan-Africanist, a diplomat, a humble man and a 

brilliant and disciplined mind". 

What is happening in Sudan is almost 

certainly solely about power and wealth.  

It is not about politics, and it does not 

seem to be about religion.  The revolution 

was for a secular democracy, and at the 

moment that is still the rallying call.  

Thankfully for the churches right to be, 

the voice of Islamism is not being heard. 

On October 30th, coinciding with planned 

major demonstrations across Sudan, a call 

was put to Leeds Diocese to join members 

of the Yorkshire Sudan & South Sudanese Christian Fellowship in a day of prayer and 

fasting.  It seems to be the only meaningful way we can be companions with the 

Church in Sudan through this turmoil. 

The ordinary people are suffering. Inflation is extremely high (over 360%), though 

this autumn there were hopeful signs it had passed a peak. It seems to have been 

triggered by an IMF demand that subsidies be removed from fuel and basic food 

commodities, in order for Sudan to be embraced by the World Bank and have 

billions in national debt written off.  For the churches, the Nuba people tend to be 

among the poorer members of communities, living in townships outside the main 

employment centres, dependent on commuting for work.  The price of travel has 

risen massively.  Likewise the price of bread and food staples.  Where once you 

CRISIS IN SUDAN 
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could buy bread for SD£1 now it costs SD£50!  This has consequences for church 

collections, and hence the survival of ministers’ and teachers’ families.   

Inflation has been running high all this year, and UNICEF has flagged stunting as a 

significant problem for Sudanese children, with Sudan having one of the largest 

numbers of malnourished children in the world.  One in three of children under-

five in Sudan are stunted (too short for their age), and one in seven are wasted (too 

thin).  This affects the children’s mental development as well as physical.  To tackle 

the situation UNICEF are 

planning community 

awareness campaigns via 

mosques, radio and 

television. This is likely to 

miss out the Christian 

population, as there are long 

power cuts, affecting the 

ability of the Church to 

connect, and many live in 

townships or villages without 

electricity.  And they don’t attend mosques.  Leeds Diocese with Mary Sumner 

House is looking for ways to equip ECS Mothers Union to help bridge the gap.   

This year from Leeds Diocese there have been significant contributions to income 

generation schemes in Port Sudan and Wad Medani.  Both projects have been hit by 

inflation and the construction budgets repeatedly have fallen short. It's notable that 

whereas up to now a delayed grant did not matter too much because the grant 

increased in value over that time, the opposite is now the case, with exchange 

rates stabilised but costs rampant.  Without a quick response a £10,000 budget 

requires £14,000 to fund it.   

In Kadugli, Leeds Diocese has helped equip a new school which has been 

constructed with funds from Bradford on Avon churches.  In El Obeid, health 

training sessions (about Covid and HIV) taught by health professionals, involving 

Muslim and Christian participants, have been funded.  Across Sudan there is a 

general lack of medical supplies which has put pressure on the whole healthcare 

system.  Covid has exacerbated that inadequacy, and those who fall sick are having 

to cope without support.   

Jabarona Displacement Camp 

* 
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Our Spring 2020 edition of the Sudan Church Review profiled Drs Anil and Shalini 
Cherian (a consultant paediatrician and consultant obstetrician respectively) who 
were appointed as advisers to the ECSS Health Department by Archbishop Justin 
Badi in 2019.  Drs Anil and Shalini are also engaged in the training of Clinical Officers 
in Bor, with the training facilities based at the State Referral Hospital. 

The vision laid out was primarily centred around carrying out capacity building, 
followed by a period of planning for healthcare delivery to commence in various 
dioceses after around 2 years.  The pandemic has, of course, put a hold on these 
plans for a period of time, but thankfully work has now recommenced.   

On 20th October, Dr Anil hosted a meeting in Juba of several agencies, including 
Samaritan's Purse, Mission Aviation Fellowship, ACROSS and SUDRA, who are 
interested in the provision of healthcare in partnership with local churches.  The 
meeting was positive and was much helped by the active presence and involvement 
of Archbishop Justin Badi. In particular, it was especially useful in clarifying the plans 
moving forward and mobilising the church. 

In terms of activity, what was agreed was to work towards the following 
programmes: 

1.  Congregational-based health work - Working towards Community Health & 
Evangelism which trains the laity to become community health workers and 
evangelists. There is also a desire to bring in an adaptation of Christian Lay 
Evangelist Medical Training (this is a similar model to what was done by the London 
Mission Society in the early 20th century) 

2. Adopt a number of focused 
health programmes - the ones 
that were discussed at the 
meeting included: 

a. Implementing an EPI 
(Expanded Immunisation) 
programme - every local church in 
South Sudan is converted in to a 
vaccination centre. This has the 
added advantage of "branding", 
addressing vaccine hesitancy by 
partnering with churches and also 
involving WHO/UNICEF.  

        
 

 ECSS Health Department 
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b.  Maternal health: Churches will develop maternity waiting villages by 
building tukuls and providing basic food services. These will be built close to 
hospitals & maternity centres, so that women who are in their final stages 
of  pregnancy will live in these villages and so can have their deliveries by 
skilled health personnel.  

c. Malaria:  If the vaccine is rolled out by the next two years, churches  will 
again be used as centres to vaccinate the people. 

This activity of course requires an initial phase of capacity building, so the need 
would be to fund this.  Once capacity is built, the hope is that the ECSS will be able 
to move forward with resourced programmes.   

The first step is to recruit and appoint a new ECSS National Coordinator to work in 
the ECSS Health Department – this will be a doctor, clinical officer or nurse of some 
experience.  12-months’ salary for such a person would amount to around £9,000.   
There is also a need for some funds for the capacity-building phase.    

Dr Anil plans to visit the UK in August and September 2022 to see if support can be 
raised for this programme of work.  He will also carry out a visit to the US shortly in 
order to fundraise specifically for the Community Health & Evangelism programme. 

If you would like to support the development of the ECSS Health Department, you can do 
so by donating to CASSS in the normal way, marking your donation for the work of the 
ECSS Health Department. 

The Passing of a Pioneer Christian:  

Rev. Canon Jonathan Mamur, 1944–2021 
(Extract from a longer article available on the CASSS website) 

 

One day when Jonathan Mamur was a very small baby his 

mother was crossing a fast-flowing river on foot, carrying him 

in an open basket on her head.  In mid-stream she slipped on 

a rock and the basket and baby fell into the water.  However, 

someone managed to rescue baby Jonathan, and in later 

years he could see that God had saved him because he had a 

great purpose for his life.  He was to be the first person to 

bring the Gospel to the Jur Mödö people of Mvolo County in Western Equatoria. 

In the 1950s there were no Christians among the Jur tribes of that area.  There were 

churches among the neighbouring peoples, the Moru, the Zande and the Dinka, but 
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the Jur groups were too remote and too scattered to have received any 

missionaries.  But then, in 1957, young Jonathan was taken away from his home 

village to be treated at the leprosy settlement connected with the C.M.S hospital in 

Lui, 140km away in the Moru area.  However, the staff there soon found that he did 

not, in fact, have leprosy, so they enrolled him in the local church primary school.  

There he heard and accepted the Gospel, gave his life to Jesus and was baptised. 

Unfortunately, in 1960 the school had to close because of the First Civil War, and 

Jonathan set off to walk back to his home village of Domeri.  Jonathan sang Bible-

based hymns to his friends who came to visit him, since he had no Bible in the Mödö 

language.  Soon several of them had joined him in the faith.  

Within a few months this first Jur Mödö church of young people had made 

themselves a rudimentary worship place under a wild fig tree in the nearby bush – 

soon the Gospel spread to some of the older folk and then to other villages and 

neighbouring communities. 

Of course there were many setbacks and failures, but Jonathan then began to see 

that their greatest need was for the Bible in their own language.  Since he had 

learned to read and write Moru in the school at Lui he sat down to translate 

Matthew’s Gospel himself.  But the Mödö language cannot be written as if were 

Moru, so he quickly found he couldn’t read what he had written! 

Consequently in 1977 he was thrilled when an Australian nurse, Muriel Pickworth, 

offered to help him since she had had a little linguistic training.  Muriel was followed 

in 1980 by myself and my wife from Wycliffe Bible Translators.  As we were working 

full-time on the language and the Bible translation, Jonathan found other people to 

work alongside us, but he was always ready to advise, encourage and handle the 

local decision-making. 

His profound wisdom and humble living were immensely respected and brought 

depth and stability to the growth of the Jur Mödö church. He was thrilled to see a 

new generation of young Jur church leaders being trained to run discipleship 

courses. They have now begun making missionary trips to run these courses in other 

parts of South Sudan, and on the first of these trips, in April this year, Jonathan 

actually went along with them in the  ECSS plane (see Sudan Church Review, Autumn 

2020, p.7) – thus completing the full circle of his missionary career. 

                   Andrew Persson 
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Derryan Paul 

The trustees of CASSS very gratefully 
acknowledge a large legacy from the 
estate of the late Derryan Paul.  This will 
go a long way towards helping the 
churches of both Sudan and South 
Sudan, specifically around the 
development of income generation 
projects that will provide support for 
years to come.   

Derryan’s connection with the Sudan 
arises from her childhood. Although she 
would have last visited the Sudan in 
December 1954 for the Christmas 
holidays, she remained a long standing 
(life) member of the Sudan Church 
Association and then the Church 
Association for Sudan & South Sudan.  
We understand that her choice of CASSS 
as a legatee reflected her recognition of 
her father Andrew’s enduring devotion 
to Sudan and its people.  

Andrew Paul joined the Sudan Political 
Service after graduating from Cambridge 
in 1929 as an assistant district 
commissioner and served throughout 
the country during his career there; he 

was governor of Kassala Province when 
he retired on the grant of independence 
to the Sudan in 1956. He was a fluent 
Arabic speaker and reader. He compiled 
a guide to Tigre (a local tribal Arabic 
language) grammar and vocabulary 
published by the Sudan Government in 
1954. He was the author of ‘A History of 
the Beja Tribes of the Sudan,’ published 
by Cambridge University Press in 1954 
and of articles on the Sudan for the 
Sudan Notes and Records and the Sudan 
Archive at Durham University, as well as 
four articles for The Times. 

Derryan’s father went on to join the 
Foreign Office Research Department and 
was head of Middle East Research from 
1964 to 1970. He was responsible for 
preparing the Foreign Office's brief to 
the Queen for the President of the 
Sudan's state visit to the UK in 1970. 

Andrew and his wife, Elisabeth (Betty), 
were very much involved with The Sudan 
Church Association and Andrew was the 
editor of the Sudan Church Review 
between 1974 and 1979. 

 

 

If leaving a legacy to CASSS is something 
you would like to know more about,  
further information and FAQ are 
available on our website page:- 

www.casss.org.uk/legacy 

Legacies 
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Bishop Francis, of the Diocese of Rokon 
in South Sudan, sadly died on Sunday 
3rd October in Kampala, Uganda. During 
Sudan’s civil war, Bishop Francis was 
imprisoned and tortured and his family 
fled into the bush. They thought one 
another dead for many years, before 
they were eventually reunited by relief 
agencies. 

He later came to the UK and studied at 
St John’s College, Durham University 
from 2004-05; the college hosted him as 
guest of honour at a special event when 
he visited the city in 2013.  The event 
honoured Bishop Francis and his 
involvement with the Durham-based 
Edith Jackson Trust, which raised money 
to build a school in the Bishop’s home 

town of Rokon.  Bishop Francis was a 
champion of education in South Sudan.   

At the time of his visit, Rev Canon Dr 
Alan Bartlett, his former tutor at 
Durham, said: “Bishop Francis is a 
visionary man who dreams of free, 
educated, confident people turning the 
oil rich Southern Sudan into a peaceful 
prosperous society.  He has achieved a 
lot, with very little, and his visit to 
Durham is an inspiration to the trust and 
provided an opportunity to hear a little 
more about this humble, yet remarkable 
man.” 

Canon Ian Woodward of the Salisbury-
Sudans Link said: 

"We first met Francis in 1998 when he 
was newly consecrated and the youngest 
bishop in what was then the ECS. He had 
come over for the Lambeth Conference 
that year.  He often said how much he 
felt ‘at home’ in the Diocese of Salisbury 
and the Cathedral whenever he visited 
us, and he greatly valued the link with 
the Deanery of Milton and Blandford.  
His natural humour, energy and faith in 
Christ was infectious and as we know he 
gathered many supporters around him 
for the innumerable projects they helped 
him initiate with varying degrees of 
success – but always with the love of his 
people in Rokon foremost in his heart." 

Obituary 

Bishop Francis Loyo 

Juba Diocese Primary Schools – update 

Following the article in the Review earlier this year, we are pleased to report an excellent 
response.  Donors have contacted the UK team offering further sponsorships, as well as 
potentially an item of classroom equipment.  Also, a Primary Schools Teacher Training 
course was run in September 2021, thanks to a £4,000 donation from a Christian trust. Very 
many thanks indeed! If anyone would like an annual newsletter please email: 
rpaul2011@hotmail.co.uk  
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A fast, friendly and very efficient service is offered by our team of volunteers 

who will try to tailor orders to meet special requests for Christmas or themed 

stamps if desired. 

Ordering available via the online order form or by e-mail:- 

www.casss.org.uk/mint-stamps 

mintstampscasss@gmail.com 

Planning for your 

Christmas posting? 

Don’t forget what a great 

opportunity there is to buy your 

stamps from the Mint Stamps team 

who can sell you beautiful and 

varied stamps at the same cost as 

from the Post Office but with 

valuable funds going to the work of 

CASSS. 

Wendy Fry, our Gift Aid Secretary is doing a  

great job of refreshing our Gift Aid information  

for our donors. In order to claim an extra 25p for every £1 you donate she simply 

needs a declaration from you.  

If you are not sure if she has that declaration from you, it would be very helpful if 

you could email her at giftaid@casss.org.uk to check. It would also be useful to 

know those ineligible for gift aid to complete her records. 

Gift aid has the potential to increase relevant donations by 25%, so is significant in 

blessing our brothers and sisters in the Sudans. Thank you!  

mailto:giftaid@casss.org.uk
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 THE CHURCH ASSOCIATION FOR SUDAN & SOUTH SUDAN 
Registered Charity No 1180881.  

DONATIONS 

Donations for support of the churches in Sudan and South Sudan are always 
welcome.  If you donate £20 or more per year and let us have your address  

we will send you the SUDAN CHURCH REVIEW twice yearly.  

Donations may be made by bank transfer to:  
Barclays Bank, sort code 20-76-92, account no. 63265064  

If you need a Standing Order form, please complete and send the form below.   

For donations by cheque please complete the form below and send it with your 
cheque, made out to CASSS.  

To the Hon. Treasurer, CASSS:  

Mr John Poole, 23 Leylands Lane, Bradford, BD9 5PX 

(treasurer@casss.org.uk) 

NAME:         _____________________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS:   _____________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

POSTCODE:__________________  E-MAIL: ____________________________________ 

❑   Please send me a Standing Order form for regular gifts through my bank  

GIFT AID (tick the relevant box):  

❑  I would like CASSS to reclaim the tax on this and any eligible donations that I may make in 
the future or have made in the past 4 years.  I understand that I need to pay enough Income 
Tax or Capital Gains Tax in each tax  year to cover the Gift Aid claimed on all my donations. I 
will notify CASSS if I wish to cancel this declaration.  

❑  I am not a UK taxpayer  

SIGNATURE:  ____________________________________ Date :_______________ 

Your data:  For those who receive our communications or who make donations with Gift Aid, 
CASSS needs to hold limited personal information, such as name and address, in order to keep 
you informed and confirm legal requirements.  We promise to keep your details safe and 
never to use them, or provide them to any third party, other than for CASSS purposes.  
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Libya 

Chad 

Central 

African 

Republic 

Democratic 

Republic 

of Congo 

Uganda 

Kenya 

Ethiopia 

Eritrea 

For contact details for the Provinces and Dioceses for the  

Episcopal Church of Sudan (ECS) & the Episcopal Church of South 

Sudan (ECSS) see ‘About the churches’ on the website. 

www.casss.org.uk 
 


